
Undo Requests 

 

Undos are requested by one of the players at a table. They should only be used for misclicks but 

many players take liberties with this. The BBO rules say that you should not take offence if an 

opponents refuses your misclick but most are granted in my experience. If someone requests a 

bidding undo then you should always grant this if it was a misclick. If you are not sure then it is OK to 

ask them. If they are asking for an undo because they realise that they made a bad call then you have 

to decide how "friendly" you want the table to be. There are often UI issues after this so it is often best 

to simply redeal. 

 

For the opening lead it is really not possible to have an undo unless you know the person involved 

that they have definitely misclicked and will not change their mind having seen the dummy. This is the 

one case where you should be wary of giving permission. For other cards you apply the same 

principles as in the bidding. If someone takes a finesse and loses you should be very skeptical about 

giving an undo. If someone makes an obviously silly discard then you should assume a misclick and 

accept. Where you are unsure you can ask, or if feeling "friendly" just accept. 

 

Occasionally you come across players that say "no undos, ever", or "no undos during play" or 

somesuch. This is actually wrong - you are entitled to an undo for a misclick in exactly the same way 

as having the wrong bid fall out of your bidding box - but you just have to decide if it matters to you or 

not. If it does then there are plenty of alternative opponents and you should not feel bad about 

refusing such a player from sitting at your table, or of choosing not to sit at theirs. 


